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ABSTRACT 

The results of three independent studies involving 90 subjects, and using similar procedures 
and blind exposures have shown that increasing air quality (by decreasing the pollution load 
or by increasing the ventilation rate, with otherwise constant indoor climate conditions) can 
improve the performance of simulated office work (text typing, addition and proof-reading). 
An analysis of the combined data from these studies is presented to establish the relationship 
between air quality and performance in offices. It confirms that good air quality improves the 
performance of text typing (P=0.0002), and a similar tendency is seen for addition (P=0.056) 
and proof-reading (P=0.087). A positive correlation between the air quality, as it is perceived 
by occupants, and the performance of typing (R2 =0.82, P=0.005), addition (R2 =0.52, P =0.07) 
and proof-reading (R2=0.70, P =0.08) indicates that performance will increase on average by 
1.5% when the proportion dissatisfied with the air quality is decreased by 10% in the range of 
air quality levels causing 25-70% to be dissatisfied. The results imply that doubling the 
outdoor air supply rate at constant pollution load, or a two-fold decrease of pollution load at 
constant ventilation rate, can increase overall performance by 1. 9%. The present results 
document the economic benefits of providing good indoor air quality and indicate that 
providing indoor air of a higher quality than the minimum prescribed by the present 
ventilation standards will increase productivity. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The results of three independent experiments show that the performance of simulated office 
work improves when the air quality is increased [1,2,3]. To simulate office work, text typing, 
proof-reading and addition were used, all being typical office tasks requiring concentration. 
Air quality was altered either by decreasing the pollution load, i.e. by removing a pollution 
source at constant ventilation rate [1,2], or by increasing the outdoor air supply rate from 3 to 
10 or to 30 Lis per person (0.6, 2 and 6 h-1 respectively) while the same pollution source was 
always present [3]. The pollution source in all 3 studies was the same 20-year old carpet 
(taken from an office building with a history of SBS symptoms [4]), of a size corresponding 
to the floor area of the office where each exposure took place. Temperature, relative humidity, 
air velocity and noise level were constant. Ninety female subjects ( 18-33 years old, all but 3 
non-atopic) were exposed to different levels of air quality, 30 in each study. In all three 
studies similar procedures were used: the subjects performed simulated office work during 
4.5-hour exposures to different air quality levels and assessed the perceived air quality and the 
intensity of any SBS symptoms, in a repeated·measures design balanced for order of 
presentation. They could not see whether the source was present or perceive changes in noise 
level or air velocity when the ventilation rate was changed, and they remained thermally 
neutral by adjusting their clothing. The aim of the present paper is to determine the 



relationship be tween air quality and theJ performance·of office tasks by combining the ;esults
' . 

of these s tudies. � · • • ; '.i . . · · ·l ,• J • 
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METHODS I:,, 
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To estimate the effects of air quality on productivity in offices, da ta_�µ, senso�y assessments of 
air quali ty and corresponding data.on pertorman�e of simulated (}ffi'e'e work from three . 
independent studies [ 1,2,3] were an�1ysed by combining the sta tis tical significari'ce (P-valhes) 
of the effect� ob tained separ_a tely in each study [5], regarding ear;h experiment as an 
independent tes t of the same hypothesis (tha t poor indoor air quality affec ts performance 
negatively), and by regression analysis. ; : . ·" :J 

Scmmry iissessments of the acceptabili ty of air quality were used to estihrnte. uir quali ty level�. 
They were made using a continuous scale coded as follows: 1 =clearly accepfable; (�=just 
acceptable/jus t not acceptable'; -1 =clearly not acceptable [ 1]. Average sensory ra tings of the. 
quaii ty of air poliuted by buiiding materiais and bioeffluents (assessments ma'Cje. immediateiy 
after exposure in the original s tudies) were used in the anal)lsis. They refkc tJhe actual air 
quality levels When the perform�!l'ce of,s.ii:n,ulat�q. officyt�ork w�s �easurep . 

. - -·- - . .  � - . -- - -· - . ···-· .,. .. -- - . - ·- -·- -· . -

The performance of simula�d _qffice-work �nclu4ing .text typi�g1, a,dditi�n and proof-reading, . , 

wa
.� use,d._

to es tir;nate Rroductivity :·A ver�ge' n�mber' ?·f chani�tei-s type·d· p�r �nir:nite, a�erag�;;· -
number of correc tly completed..an thmetical calculat10ns (umts) per hour (Le., exclud mg umts 
with errors) and average.number hf lines that were correc tly proof -read .per minute (i.e., 
excluding the lines with missed errors or false pdsitives) were··used for analysis ·after each' had 
been individua�ly normalized; In the original s tudies there was at-least art. irtdication (P <0. 10) 
that they were affected when the air quality was changed. Normalization was adopted because 
performance 'Yas measured in three independent studies with differ�nt subjects and couid 
have been influenced by group differences in the sµbjeets' experience,, j;n t��lectuul skills and 
level of practice. The normalization factors (which yvrere different fo ·1each,.s tudy) were the 
ra tios bctw,een the mean of perfo,-mance a t  all air .quali ty levels1 in all 'three s tt!dies to the • 

means of performance at  all air quali ty levels in e.a�h individu�I s tudy. }o es tima te the overall 
performan_ce of si!,.11ulated office �ork the P,erformance index :#as c'alculated by dividing 
normalized pei:fornianc� at a' specific level ot afr'quality by" t1'1e 'mean of normalized 
performance of a specific task a t  all air quality ·le'Vels. ' · '1 • · ,·" • 

l 
RESULTS
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The effec ts· and P -values of the individual intervention investigated by the 3 s_�udies [l 2 3) ·; 
and the combined effect of all interventions on perceived air quali ty and performance are 
summarizMd in Tables 1 and 2.respectively. The /e�ults show that removi'ng a pollution source 
or increasing the ventila tion rate significantly imp'roved perceived air quali ty (P <0.0001) and' 
the performance of typing (P=0.0002), and tended to improve the performance of the addition 
(P=0;056) and proof .. reading (P=0.087) tasks. -. . , 

A positive correlation was found between the acceptability of air 'quali ty"and'1performance� I� 
was significant in the case of typing (R2='0.82; P=0.005), and approached significance for : : · 

addition (R2=0:5 l; P=0.07) and proof-reading (R.2=·0.70; P=0.077). Regressiorrlines with d�t� 
points are plot ted in Figure 1, after the linear reg:ression lines agains t·ratings of acceptability 
have been transformed into the c6rresponding rela tionship with:perc�ntages dissatisfied with 
the air quality [ 6]. The results indicate that every 10% decrease in the proportion dissatisfied 
wi th the air quali ty below the air. quality level causing 70% to be: dissatisfie�. can improve the 
performance of ty�ing by 1.4%, of addi�ion by 1,.1 % and of proof -reading by 2.3%. 

· - ·  • l ' 



Fi�we 2 shows log -linear regression line��q�scdbing t� relationsJ-iip between performance 
and ventilation rate (outdoor air supply rate) calculated as the reciprocal of the perceived air 
quality expressed in pol [7]. The relationship implies that for every two -fold increase of 
ventilation rate, the performance of typing would be expected to increase by 1.8%, of\additiori 
by 1.5% and of proof-reading by 2.8%. 
Table '1 )'.:f(ects Qfthe int����1itions' on percei�ed air.qu�lity .(2 -tailed P vi'lues) 

Strn;ly "J.nt�ryen�ion " L·: .' '. ; .. perceived a�r qua\i·')j. ' 
. 

·· . Effect of intervention I I • -· 

:9�ceptabqitx-1 ro di�s_atisf1��d decipol I I 

[1] �otJrce present -0.18 11!>� H .7 p<o:ooO;l source absent 0 .18 25 ::- 1. 9 · .  

[2] .. ,sou�Re I?r�se.nt_ -0.12 61, : : . F- 9.2 
• :.  1 so1urce a�sent 0. 04 '. ;. 40 • ,; ._ 4 .1 

[3] 
3 L/s.pe�·person ·-0.09 .;:d 58 8.2" _.: 

1 0. LI s per person , · 0 .14 2 9 ' '.J •. 
• 

• , 2 .4 · 

•30L/sper�person l 0-.14'J.'-> 29".-' · .:..:;_; 2.4 

P=0.062 

• l •(-
P=0.010 

�· .. 

Combined�effect (all int�tietltidnsf(l-t::ii'l&cf P)'. P<0.0001 (x2=33.23, df=6) 
Table 2. Effects ·Qfthe inter�entio�s'on perfotb�nce (1-t�iled'P;;.v�H'.ies) � · · · 

�t,udy 
, : _),n

tervention 
;
: . , : '° Performance ;. , 1 • Effect, of intervent�on 

• :1 n�t..noi:it:.la!ized- normalized 
Text (Ypi_ng ,(ppforpi4nce, = ghm=acters.1ypecft.pe�· m./rn) 

[l] [ · · sourc� pre��nt 136,l;, : · _, 139.6 '. 
; 1tsource absent· .145.5 . ;1 149.1.2 · 

[3] 

. ' 

P=:=0._019 

. . . ·  r: . u , ,iCppibinep effect( all intepv_enFi�,ns):: P=0.,0002 (X .�2�'.95�. df=:6) 
Addition (performance= units completed per;h) · ,;t . !, •. 

[1] 

[2]. 

[J] 
. . . . 

I. 
l 

source present 227.9 229.1 
source absent 231.4 232.6 
source present 204.5 227.8 

-�o.urce'fi!?sel).t. · · .
;121.Q_.o· 

.. f�}9 1 

P=0.245 

P=O.J39 i. 

3 LI� per person.·:· :2�R.O .�22. � _ ·.· 

, .. io)�ti� per_per�9� . . , rr 24?.6,; 2;�2.9 P=0.063 . 
I 

- ·  , 3Q;l/� per per�on · 454,._8 , ·2G7.7 · _·: , . , 

-1 

Combined effect (all interventions): P=O':Q56 {x2=12.30, ·df=6) 
Prpof:reading (Rerformanc:e = /ines read per '!:in) 1 

_. 

[ 1] -
, . ·:. . .1 • • 1 •• not measured 

[2�" . 
· , , , : r source present ,3 .62 · 5 .08 

, sourQe absent ,_ 3.8:5 ., 5.4�1 IJ 

. - . - 3 Lis pei:1perso11 : . 6�02 ··5 .05 
·' li(l) Lis per person 6.29' · ·. S.28 

P=0.245 
. I 

· '  · · · � . , " '30 Lis per person .r6:45 · ·· 5 .4 1  , 
Cornbined.effect (all i�terventions) P=0.087 (x2=8.i2, df=4) 
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Figure 3 shows 16g-liFiear lines describing the relationship'betwee'noverall performance·of : " 
simulated office work at different ventilatien rates (outdoor air·supplytates) and sensory . . I 
pollution load calculated using the comfort model [7]. The relationship implies that doubling 
the outdodrair sUpply rate·at constant pollutiollllbad or a two'-fold decrease•brfp0llution·load1 
at constant ventilation rate can.increase perforrhance b-:y 1.9%; the equivalence of ef fects -
stems from the linear re'iationship between•ventilation rate and sensory pollution load · ·. 

assumed in the comfort model [7]. 



DISCUSSION 

Wyon [8] has shown that thermal conditions 
within tlie thermal comfort zone can reduc� 
performance by 5% to 15% and has suggested 
that similar effects may be expected as 
regards the impact of poor air quality, 
although at that time there was little 
information on the latter issue. The present 
data support this suggestion and show that 

·· 

performance is affected by air quality. They 
indicate that even a moderate increase of air 
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prov1 e a strong economic mc:;entlve to 
improve indoor air quality. Moreover, they indicate that improving air quality in offices' above 
minimum standards will also Improve productivity. This is illustrated in Table 3, where the 

. 

predicted increase in the performanc·e of typiqg, addition and proof-reading is shown, ., 
assuming that air quality is upgraded from ·category C to Category A and B according to 
European guidelines for ventilation CEN CR'l 752 [9]. 

Table 3. Relative increase in performance of office work by upgrading to a higher category of 
air quality in an office . 

· · 

Air quality (CEN CR 17�2 [9]) % increase in performance relative to_category C 
Category % dissatisfied text typing addition proof-reading 
. -c 30 

B 
A 

20 -
15 

1.4 
2.1 

1.1 
1.6 

"' 2.3 
3.4 

Three strategies are usually used to improve indoor air quality: ventilation, reduction of 
indoor pollution sources and cleaning, the first two being applied in the,,studies [ l,2,3] from 
which the present data were obtained. Figure 2 shows the effect of ventilation. Figure 3 
predicts the simultaneous impact of the reduction of indoor pollution sources and ventilation 
on overall performance of office work (i.e., office productivity). It provides a strong ecopomic 
incentive for the selection of low-polluting materials, as recommended by,CEN CR 17.52 [9]. 
This· nee.d not involve _any extra costs if applied at the building design stage. Increased 
ven'tilation rates will incur e�tra costs which may, however, be reduced by application of 
proper energy recovery system'�. Reduction of indoor polliitioh sourtes aiid 'vetiiit�tion were 
investigated:separately. in the present studies and to support.the;prediction of Figure 3 th§:y 
should in fot1rre he studied i11Ah� same expeFiment. · _ :•; : . .. r: 

The intervent!on:s· appiled in the ;�resent studies were:sh6�n t6 significantly affect'peicei;ved 
air quality, and it is a reasonable assumptiorfthat they also affected actual levels of air . 
pollution. Ch�11i1ical me.asur�ments were cari;jed gut in 2 of the studies [1;3] and showed only 
slightly ,elevat�d levels· of some pollutants when;th�,pdllution �ource was present or when 
ventilation rat� was decreas�d: It.·i� obvious thatJrnman olfactory MP chemical senses ar� , 
st,lp,erior· to ph�mical analysis,: especially- at low concen�rations pf pollutants encoµntered 
indoors;:d�s_pite,considerabl� progress in analytical chemistr}f. The ajr qu;:i,Hi.Y caus�d 25% to 
70% to be dissatisfied. It is recommended that this range be extend�d below 25% in future 



investigations to validate the predictions in Table 3. 

Productivity was estimated by measuring the performance of standardized tests of typing, 
addition and proof-reading, all being typical office tasks requiring concentration. Performance 
was measured in an office environment and although every effort was made to make this 
environment as natural and as typical of normal offices as possible, the conditions for the 
subjects may still have been perceived as different from that of their normal workplace. It 
would therefore be useful to validate the effects found of air quality on productivity in real 
offices. 

CONCLUSIONS 

• Air quality affects productivity in offices. The performance of simulated office work is 
estimated to increase on average by 1.5% for every 10% decrease in the percentage of 
persons dissatisfied with the air quality. 

• The overall performance of office tasks is estimated to increase by 1.9% for every two-fold 
increase in the ventilation rate at constant pollution load or for every two-fold decrease of 
the pollution load at constant ventilation rate. 

• The present data document the economic benefits of providing indoor air of a higher 
quality than the minimum prescribed by the present ventilation standards. 
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